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From: "Scott Head" <smhead@stpegs.com> 
To: <Rag@nrc.gov> 
Date: 6/18/01 9:10AM 
Subject: EXEMPTION REQUEST COMMENTS 

Bob 

Here are the comments I promised.  

Scott
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FACTUAL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN PRELIMINARY SAFETY EVALUATION (SE) FOR THE STP EXEMPTION 

No. SE SE STP's Proposed Change to Statement in the SE Reason for Proposed Change 
Sec. Pg 

1 2.8 10 The ,echnigal .... ;ir.m.nt. of•Gel ...... QO relt to The statement in the SE does not accurately 
Mutrial .p..ifti.ti nr, l..dings, A .ign m ..... n characterize STP's commitment. STP may use other 
oR,,- .... ... bl.r .1.... remai conrWORn ... ith the 0•,8igi, codes that contain a different design methodology 
SSC technic;al re"qremenrt. The repair or replacement item and stress allowables than the ASME Code. STP's 
will meet the technical requirements of the ASME Code or proposed change uses the actual language in UFSAR 
other nationally-recognized code, standard or specification. Table 13.7-1.  

2 2.9 11 STPNOC relies on NRC's approval of the exemption as STP's proposed change more accurately paraphrases 
serving the same purpose as 10 CFR 50.59.41o the bases for STP's exemption request, as stated in 

egor4iztion of-the SS, as an . . .iualam e"- of the STP's 8/3 1/00 Exemption Request, Attachment 1, p.  
f_1. r9ignic.ace o"f the SSC_ and a•R _ch the e,,u,,on 60, and Attachment 2, p. 5.  

preuird by 10Q CFP 50 59-a'o-ld be rtdud-ndan 
3 2.10 12 As discussed further in Section 19.0 of this SE, based on the As discussed below with respect to SE 19.4, the SE 

staffs evaluation, the r....a.d .th.at the liccnee.. r.. e. t &Q does not accurately characterize STP's position, as 
replage Glass 1E LSS and 1'[PS .ompoe.t.• ,ith ,lon, provided in Attachment 4 of STE's letter to NRC 
Clars IE cOMPOe_,t, in cGeas "hes e !he reOplacement does dated 1/18/01.  
not meet all deoig .n a flNG,0oAW reg,,remenr.m , i not 
co.-ratent "'ith t Whe lce_-e'_ r•'b-mi1 __ wah.th the 
proQPoSC ... O....Ai f.. r the RiSk jnform*_g Peceil 
Tre'tmant PgRc91;ments and, therefore, is not acceptable_
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4 3.2.2.1.2 16 The results of the licensee's sensitivity study showed that the STP's proposed changes reflect the updated numbers 
overall plant CDF increased from the current CDF of 9.087E- provided in its 5/8/01 response to Open Item 3.4.  
6/year to about 9,31 9.159E-6/year, an increase of about 
2A45,4 8.09E-8/year or about.2..7 0.9 percent. The LERF 
increased from 1.374E-7/year to.,394 1.38 1E-7/year, an 
increase of about .l;.- 6.4E- 1 0/year or about-4.2 0.5 
percent.  

5 3.2.2.3 22 (1) the risk ranking methodology.apprt,,d f;r u at STP. in NRC has not yet approved the RI-ISI relief request 
.. pport oý;it reli;f ....... t...... ;r ;,fin•forme .in;ri for Class 2 components. STP's proposed change 

... p;9to (RW 1St) pr.g..m (so@ ADAMS• ..cc.r.ion ;•To uses the actual language from UFSAR 13.7.2.5.  
_LO.74.9 _7)based on the NRC-endorsed EPRI risk
informed inservice inspection (RI-ISI) methodology 

6 3.2.2.4 23- With respect to maintaining safety margins when plant SSCs The categorization process does allow for and 
24 are categorized, the licensee reported that the vtegor iwti. account for design changes. STP's proposed change 

proce__ dos not allow fo changes in the design or function more accurately reflects the actual language in 
of SSCs (i.e., setpoints, procedures) will not be changed by UFSAR 13.7.2.6.  
the exemption.  

7 4.1 26 STPNOC states that safety-related SSCs classified as HSS or STP's proposed change more precisely reflects the 
MSS will continue to receive treatment required by the NRC language in UFSAR 13.7.3.1.  
regulations, and -;4! be eho• .....m fo risk-significant 
functions to aenat;ý, any, f_'nct._io not being treated under its 
current programs will be evaluated for enhanced treatment.  

8 4.2 26 STPNOC states that SSCs with medium or high safety STP will not evaluate all safety-related HSS and 
significance will be evaluated for enhanced treatment, if the MSS SSCs for enhanced treatment; it will only 
SSCs are non-safety-related or if the SSCs perform a risk- evaluate such SSCs for enhanced treatment if they 
significant function that is not being treated under STP§ perform a risk-significant function that is not being 
current programs treated under STP's current programs. STP's 

proposed change more precisely reflects the language 
in UFSAR 13.7.3.1.

Page 2
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9 4.3 32 Specifically, the licensee will apply (1) the current special STP's proposed change more precisely reflects the 
treatment requirements to safety-related HSS and MSS SSCs. language in UFSAR 13.7.3.1.  
and _-Wa•_. _gt•i.' risk-significant functions t-o Wou, .. any 
Auw ioi not being adequately treated under its current 
programs will be evaluated for enhanced treatment 

10 4.3.2 34 Further, proposed FSAR Section 13.7.3.2 states that the Not all risk-significant beyond-design-basis functions 
licensee will evaluate enhanced treatment for safety-related will be evaluated for enhanced treatment; instead 
HSS and MSS SSCs where credit is taken for risk-significant only such functions that are not being treated under 
beyond-design basis functions of those SSCs that are not STP's current programs will be evaluated for 
being treated under STP's current programs, using a process enhanced treatment. STP's proposed change uses the 
similar to that described for nonsafety-related HSS and MSS actual language in UFSAR 13.7.3.1.  
SSCs.  

11 4.3.3 35 For example, STPNOC stated that validation of functionality This provision in the SE does not accurately 
of HSS and LSS SSCs (safety-related SSCs for which characterize STP's position. As discussed above, 
existing special treatment does not provide the applicable STP will not be performing a technical evaluation for 
level of confidence and non-safety-related SSCs) will consist all safety-related HSS and MSS components. STP's 
of a documented technical evaluation to determine what proposed change uses the actual language in UFSAR 
enhanced treatment, if any, is warranted for these SSCs to 13.7.3.2.  
provide reasonable confidence that the applicable risk 
significant functions will be satisfied.  

12 4.3.4.1 37 The _tffc.t.'-_er STPOC'_ commitment t contit'e to STP has not agreed to maintain design inputs and 
kuplament th. dosisn Con•tr. l Proce in ......... e - "th assumptions. To the contrary, UFSAR 13.7.3.3.1 
1Q CFR Ra-t 50, Appendix . , to incluA maintaining .... explicitly states that STP may make changes using 
applying theg de@6'gn tn~p'tS agd agmptioas for£ftye; e the design control process in Appendix B to Part 50 
LSS -W" .PS SSCS t49 :o'Re-"Orible cnfiden.ce i. .the and other regulatory requirements such as 10 CFR 
ab..... of th.e .SCr &o perform their Jf44, f.actio.. w.de. 50.59.  

________ dPeign WSWei cond41ition thro"8hQIA+ theF irg~ri.life
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13 4.3.4.2 38 national consensus commercial standards will be used at STP STP has not committed to use national consensus 
4.3.4.3 39 consistent with STP's normal commercial and industrial commercial standards in general. Instead, it hasonly 
4.3.4.4 40 practices committed to use the standards that it applies under 
4.3.4.5 41 its commercial practices. STP's proposed change 
4.3.4.7 44 uses the actual language from UFSAR 13.7.3.3.  

14 4.3.4.7 43 The current staff endorsed guidelines, prepared by the The SE could be misinterpreted as implying that 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), state that documentation changes that affect a safety function require prior 
(such as NRC generic communications) pertinent to the NRC approval. STP's proposed change more 
change in commitment, should be reviewed to understand the accurately characterizes the NEI guidance and avoids 
safety basis of the commitments and to determine if the SSC the potential for misunderstanding regarding the 
would remain capable of performing its safety function(s). types of changes that require prior NRC approval.  
The NEI guidelines further state that such changes are 
significant to safety and may require prior NRC approval 
only if they involve a significant hazards consideration.  

15 5.3 48 1. Ush.e l;_ce seh11 • f•li.. the mwgri"ztion, treatment STP is only committed to follow the processes as 
apA ..... ght -S,,@hSR; ... ,r ... t) pro...... described in UFSAR 13.7, not all of the other 
-roor.iboed ;i ;&t.. r-bMit;,o ,4g$a t,,n, 13, 1999, o documents referenced in the SE.  
Si'ppleMtntsd4 Octobg; ]a"d 2 1999, jan;-q 16 and 
A...u.. 1, 20)00, and J...... 15- I, 23, -. Tdah 19, Uy , 
aUd 21, 2001, aind rtlid "pn b Sthe£tffin ýppro'ing thig 
e..Mp.... n a..e... .. i nG... .. th. NRC'i SR A. . d [to b.  
•@...;tMii4] The licensee has documented4-t.• its 
processes in a proposed FSAR submittal dated May 21, 2001, 
found acceptable by the staff as the regulatory basis for 
granting this exemption. The licensee shall incorporate this 
proposed FSAR submittal into the STP FSAR.

Page 4
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16 7.3.1 53 -hi, licanr.. A,,,ha .ommi. to mlinti;n th. deoign STP has not agreed to maintain the design functions 
f;...Qr for th, ...... ipta,4 SSCo of exempted SSCs. To the contrary, UFSAR 

13.7.3.3.1 explicitly states that STP may make 
changes using the design control process in Appendix 
B to Part 50 and other regulatory requirements such 
as 10 CFR 50.59.  

17 8.4 64 provided that the vendor documentation specifies4ha4lw The SE does not accurately reflect the UFSAR, and 
iti.m Gap. perform it6 rwntion s....,'j to eosisn basis contains provisions that do not reflect the type of 
Soad-ition&performance characteristics for the item that information contained in vendor document. Vendor 
satisfy the SSC's design requirements documentation, such as vendor catalogs, will not 

specifically discuss STP's design basis.  
Furthermore, STP's proposed change uses the actual 
language in UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2.  

18 8.4 64 The section entitled Equivalency Evaluation refers to Use of the term "equivalent" is more appropriate than 
"identical" components in four separate sentences. Instead, it "identical," because an identical component would be 
should refer to "equivalent" components. fully qualified and would not require an exemption.  

Furthermore, STP's proposed change uses the actual 
language in UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2, which refers to 
"equivalent" components.  

19 8.4 65 However, technical analysis which is based on one or more Technical analyses do not necessarily require test 
engineering methods that include, as necessaryin. data. STP's proposed change uses the actual 
combin't-i;.-d- Q'Qt .. s..... r'.pponting test data-4Ad or other language in UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2.  
relevant information as described in Section 13.7.3.3 of the 
licensee's proposed FSAR Section dated May 21, 2001, can 
be used to demonstrate that the differences in design or 
materials would not impact the componentý functionality 
when subjected to a design-basis event.

S~Page 5 1
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20 8.5 67 The categorization process relies, in part, on the 2WW4..o The statement in the SE does not accurately 
theos SSCS tQ PCr-fom thei; •a4'f, •..n.tion; d,;rig dsign characterize STP's process. STP's proposed change 
baW, ,,U, the importance of the system function supported uses the actual language in UFSAR 13.7.2.4.  
by the component.  

21 9.4 69 Thus, the process for ensuring that these safety-related The statement in the SE does not accurately 
pumps and valves will remain capable of performing their characterize the UFSAR. STP's proposed change 
safety function under design-basis conditions on an ongoing uses the actual language in UFSAR 13.7.3.3.5.  
basis MORt ..cl'Cd eemSn.t g'_h p eriodi'. t8_ting and 
e~a'.'!'tio." of test'_erfonrc..?.-cr d~t2 r"'ifloient to "!!o'' 

S=TP-4 to cne" G de obtains data or information that allows 
evaluation of operating characteristics to support STFs 
determination that the pumps and valves will perform their 
safety function under design-basis conditions throughout the 
service life of the SSC.  

22 10.3.1 73 The requested exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR The statement in the SE does not accurately 
50.55a(g) would enable STPNOC to replace LSS and NRS characterize the UFSAR. STP may use other codes 
ASME Class 2 and 3 components or supports with non- that contain a different design methodology and 
ASME components or supports, subject to ensuring that the stress allowables than the ASME Code. STP's 
.�mtriOl .. i.. Ic aon , . d the d•iQ;gn (desigan l,;ading proposed change uses the actual language in UFSAR 
,de; m.h. lgR, , and Stress . .low.bles) am, .. n.ir. .. Table 13.7-1.  
with the origkwl r..irment. repair or replacement item 
will meet the technical requirements of the ASME Code or 
other nationally-recognized code, standard or specification.

David Jaffe - SERcomments.DOC PVa-ge i
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23 10.4.1 75 Regarding the repair and replacement of LSS and NRS At the request of NRC, STP revised its proposal of 
ASME Code Class 2 and 3 components and supports, the 8/31/00. STP's proposed change uses the actual 
licensee stated that the d4r;&;gn .m. _ntel .fg're.ent.or. language in UTFSAR Table 13.7-1.  
r,,pla,_,mst c..mponr. g,•d 'porw, 4 wuld ha cb-o.ritent 
with th.e origial design meu..iiram s (see S.. ion 3 3 ;13 c.  
AU~ch_'m_.t I ofthe A.u'gust 31 , 200, _m.t.l). repair or 
replacement item will meet the technical requirements of the 
ASME Code or other nationally-recognized code, standard or 
specification.  

24 11.5 80 The licensee's alternate treatment program requires that the STP has not agreed to maintain the design functions 
dogib; bs-s.an functionality of safety-related LSS and of exempted SSCs. To the contrary, UFSAR 
NRS components be maintained. 13.7.3.3.1 explicitly states that STP may make 

changes using the design control process in Appendix 
B to Part 50 and other regulatory requirements such 
as 10 CFR 50.59.  

25 11.5 80 the capability to perform their functions under design basis NRC is granting an exemption from the 
environmental and seismic conditionsq&&alfiati.g. of environmental and seismic qualification 
G.._.ncats (Section 4.4 of IEEE 279) would be maintained requirements. Following the exenption, STP need 
for safety-related LSS and NRS components. not maintain the qualification of LSS and NRS 

components.  
26 12.4 83 The NEI process states that documentation (such as NRC The SE could be misinterpreted as implying that 

generic communications) pertinent to the change in changes that affect a safety function require prior 
commitment, should be reviewed to understand the safety NRC approval. STP's proposed language is needed 
basis of the commitments and to determine if the SSC would to completely characterize the NEI guidance and 
remain capable of performing its safety function(s). The NEI avoid the potential for misunderstanding regarding 
guidelines further state that such changes are significant to the types of changes that require prior NRC approval.  
safety and may require prior NRC approval only if they 
involve a significant hazads consideration.

H- I
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27 14.4 89 In three places, this section refers to 'safety-related" when it GDC 2 and STP's exemption request use the term 
should refer to "important to safety." "important to safety," not "safety-related." 

28 14.4 89 Add the following as the first paragraph of this section: STP's proposed change uses essentially the same 
language as contained in existing SE Sections 15.4 

The staff evaluated the licensee's request for an exemption and 16.4 as applied to GDC 4 and 18. This proposed 
from the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC change is needed to clearly state that special 
2, for important to safety LSS or NRS SSCs. As described treatment requirements are not within the scope of 
below, the staff concludes that the requirements for which an GDC 2.  
exemption has been requested are not within the scope of 
GDC 2. There is no apparent need for an exemption.  
Therefore, the STPNOC request for an exemption should not 
be granted.  

29 17.1 93 In its exemption request, STPNOC submitted for staff review As provided in UFSAR Table 13.7-1, STP's 
an exemption from 10 CFR Part 50, AppendixJ, Option B, exemption request encompasses certain 'LSS 
Section I.B. This request would exempt certain containment isolation valves and other safetv-related 
containment isolation valves from the Type C leakage rate LSS or NRS components." (Emphasis added).  
test and other LSS and NRS components from Type B local 
leak rate tests.  

30 17.2 94 As stated above, the licensee's request would exempt from As provided in UFSAR Table 13.7-1, STP's 
Type C testing those containment isolation valves that satisfy exemption request encompasses certain 'LSS 
a set of proposed criteria, and other LSS and NRS containment isolation valves and other safety-related 
components would be exempted from Type B local leak rate LSS or NRS components." (Emphasis added).  
tests.  

31 17.3 95 The licensee's proposed exemptions will revise the licensing As provided in UFSAR Table 13.7-1. STP's 
basis only by exempting certain identified containment exemption request encompasses certain 'LSS 
isolation valves from Type C testing and other LSS and NRS containment isolation valves and other safety-relaid 
components from Type B local leak rate tests LSS or NRS components." (Emphasis added).

Page 8
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32 17.4 96 The licensee is proposing an exemption from 10 CFR As provided in UFSAR Table 13.7-1, STP's 
Part 50, Appendix J, Option B, Section II.B, so that certain exemption request encompasses certain 'LSS 
containment isolation valves will not be Type C leak rate containment isolation valves and other safety-related 
tested and other LSS and NRS components will not be LSS or NRS components." (Emphasis added).  
subject to Type B local leak rate tests.  

33 17.5 98 Based on these findings, the staff concluded that granting of As provided in UFSAR Table 13.7-1, STP's 
the requested exemption from the TypeC testing exemption request encompasses certain 'LSS 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Option B, containment isolation valves and other safety-related 
Section HI.B, for LSS and NRS containment isolation valves LSS or NRS components." (Emphasis added).  
that meet the licensee's proposed criteria discussed and 
evaluated above, and granting the requested exemption from 
the Type B testing requirements, would pose no undue risk to 
public health and safety.  

34 18.4 103 If the catalog information specifies that the itam Gat p•erfm The statement in the SE is not consistent with 
;,finotGi .. bjac to Gea ghqak Motion, as . .s..;ib-A ;i the UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2. STP's proposed change uses the 
4aot.n W,60_ inlding .. ihmi; - ipt;ts and d.•- in lo..a actual language in UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2.  
-m__aaot_'_ performance characteristics for the item that 

satisfy the SSC's design requirements, it could be used to 
assure functionality of the SSC during an earthquake.  

35 18.4 103 If the vendor catalog does not contain this level of detail, The statement in the SE is not consistent with 
then the design seismic loads, iGuding n..a...... design UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2. There is no reason that 
102" cGombinastion tht loc't.n _o2fthaSSC, could be procurement specification should contain load 
provided in the procurement specification. combinations, as long as the load itself is specified.  

STP's proposed change uses the actual language in 
UFSAR 13.7.3.3.2.

iDavid Jaffe - SERcomments.DOC Page 9
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104 the 5:0l~ 9AA (Sict.ion 3 W~ 1) Gontzins a dosign 
r :;oe. n&t that seirmi-c q__iflcation of-egqipmet by 
-"r._&e or 90st is able to .. 429_Atedti !ov% cs arevtn 
of the SSE precdGdA I--r OE itoi lers of fw'ntion.

The statement in the SE does not accurately 
paraphrase the provisions in UFSAR 3.10.1. This 
Section is entitled "Seismic Qualification Criteria." 
(Emphasis added). The Section states: 

"Seismic qualification of equipment by analysis 
and/or tests demonstrates that the equipment is able 
to withstand seismic loads as a result of the Safe 
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) preceded by five 
Operating Basis Earthquakes (OBE) without loss of 
function in the operating mode." (Emphasis added).  

Therefore, contrary to the statement in the SE, 
Section 3.10.1 of the UFSAR imposes a teismic 
qualification" requirement, not a "desien 
requirement." Since STP is obtaining an exemption 
from the seismic qualification requirements, this 
provision in Section 3.10.1 is not applicable to items 
within the scope of the exemption.

37 19.4 107 ,, , th t 4q, tr ....t .thO USUmptio; &h2' 2l LSS 2,4n The statement in the SE does not accurately reflect 
Dris .O .... R... r•,,, ,atirf, W!, the ....... daoign ... d STP's position.  
f_.ict-w'_ r•mqore._nt. As provided in Attachment 4 of 
STP's letter to NRC dated 1/18/01, STP has clarified 'that 
changes in the functional capability of Class 1E equipment 
will be evaluated in accordance with STPNOC's design 
control program and process for implementing 10 CFR 
50.59."

36 1 18.4

Page 10
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38 19.5 107 Based on the staff's evaluation, the staff finds that the The statement in the SE does not accurately reflect 
licensee's request to replace Class I E LSS and NRS STP's position.  
components with Non-Class 1E components, in cases where 
the replacement does not meet all design and functional 
requirements, is"ot consistent with the licensees submittal 
and with the proposed rulemaking for the Risk-Informing 
Special Treatment Requirements _an, th.refre, ir not 
2,,pA , provided that the licensee implements the change 
using its design control process and 10 CFR 50.59, as 
applicable.
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